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MAKING!SENSE!OF!CHOOSING(TO(PARTICIPATE!!! As!described!in!the!previous!chapter,!teachers!clearly!did!make!sense!of!the!exhibit!in!various!ways—Choosing(to(Participate(was!not!inscrutable!to!them,!positively!supporting!everything!from!news!literacy!instruction,!to!civil!rights!study,!to!beyond!the!classroom!learning!experiences.!This!valuation!of!the!exhibit!derives!directly!from!teachers’!essential!experience!of!it:!their!constant!pivot!between!evaluative!and!adaptive!modes!in!engaging!with!and!processing!information!from!the!exhibit.!! Teachers’!comments!about!the!exhibit!frequently!took!the!form!of!evaluative!feedback;!describing!not!only!their!experiences,!but!ways!that!the!exhibit!could!be!modified!so!as!to!better!serve!their!needs!or!achieve!its!goals!as!set!forth!by!Facing!History.!It!is!possible!that!teachers!thought!I!was!requesting!this!type!of!feedback,!since!they!all!knew!me!to!be!a!Facing!History!employee!who!had!worked!specifically!on!the!exhibit.!A!researcher!who!did!not!also!occupy!a!role!within!Facing!History’s!staff!might!have!received!different!feedback.!However,!evaluation!and!adaptation!seemed!not!only!to!be!essential!characteristics!of!teachers’!experience!within!Choosing(to(Participate,!but!within!teachers’!professional!identities.!! Interviewees!often!invoked!their!professional!identities!as(teachers!when!describing!moments!of!judgment!or!adaptation!within!the!exhibit.!Jeff!prefaced!his!description!of!the!divided!attention!required!during!field!trips!by!stating,!“As!a!teacher,!when!I!do!something!like!that,!my!number!one!thing!is!crowd!control.”!Chandra!similarly!described!having!to!almost!suppress!her!personal!reactions!to!the!exhibit!in!order!to!stay!attuned!to!her!students’!reactions:!“It’s!hard!to!separate!from!the!teacher!role!because!so!much!of!it!is!me!wanting!my!students!to!be!there,!but!those!Upstanders,!like!that!is!my!mission!as!a!
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( DISCUSSION!!! Understanding!teachers’!experience!in!the!exhibit!as!a!constant!pivot!between!evaluation!and!adaptation!helps!us!recognize!the!divided!attention!with!which!teachers!approach!such!educational!experiences!outside!the!classroom,!and!suggests!opportunities!to!better!support!and!communicate!exhibit!goals!(and!vocabulary)!prior!to!teachers’!visit!with!their!students!in!order!to!create!a!more!reflective!and!thoughtful!experience.!This!pivot!also!elucidates!some!of!the!challenges!inherent!in!viewing!Choosing(to(Participate!through!a!democratic!citizenship!lens.!Teachers!arranged!visits!to!the!exhibit!for!a!variety!of!reasons,!mostly!in!order!to!fulfill!curricular!expectations!or!goals,!or!to!bolster!curriculum!already!planned!for!students.!Unless!teachers’!conceptions!of!democracy!and!citizenship!aligned!with!the!exhibit!prior!to!their!visit,!it!seemed!highly!unlikely!that!visiting!the!exhibit!would!alone!shift!their!thinking.!This!did!not!detract,!however,!from!the!value!teachers!described!deriving!from!their!time!in!the!exhibit.!Teachers!made!sense!of!the!exhibit!by!connecting!it!to!their!existing!curriculum,!interests,!and!activities,!based!on!their!diverse!interpretations!of!the!exhibit!content.!! Teachers’!strategies!for!integrating!the!exhibit!into!their!classroom!work!were!much!more!evident!than!their!philosophies!around!democracy!and!citizenship,!and!these!again!were!embedded!within!larger!curricular!needs:!if!a!teacher!used!democracy!and!citizenship!in!the!classroom,!it!was!often!as!a!framework!for!creating!essential!questions!to!guide!higherVlevel!thinking!and!create!a!coherent!frame!for!curriculum;!or!as!a!tool!to!achieve!other!curricular!needs!(a!book!about!citizenship!as!a!way!to!engage!students!in!good!reading!habits,!for!example).!
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! Teachers’!reflections!within!the!exhibit!had!much!less!to!do!with!the!nature!of!democracy!and!citizenship,!and!much!more!with!their!relationships!with!their!students,!in!terms!of!both!their!perspective!and!pedagogies.!Upon!reflection,!teachers!were!able!to!articulate!connections!between!exhibit!content!and!democracy!and!citizenship,!but!were!also!vocal!in!suggesting!adaptations!or!modifications!to!the!exhibit!that!would!make!these!more!explicit.!! This!analysis!should!not!discount!the!experience!teachers!had!or!the!experience!Facing!History!has!sought!to!create—teachers!were!effusive!in!their!praise!of!the!exhibit,!particularly!as!compared!to!similar!presentations!in!other!area!museums.!But!their!reactions!also!raise!important!questions!about!the!politics!of!language!and!labels!and!the!challenge!of!communicating!complex!ideas!without!fully!scaffolding!or!supporting!communication;!the!differences!between!a!oneVoff!experience!and!sustained,!deep!engagement!and!reflection!in!tackling!complex,!politically!charged!material!in!informal!educational!spaces;!and!the!impact!of!teachers’!own!selfVidentification!and!perception!on!how!they!engage!with!informal!learning!experiences.!! !
'
(! !!! ! !
(
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CHAPTER'6:'CONCLUSION'!! The!purpose!of!this!study!was!to!better!understand!how!teachers!make!sense!of!(and!make!use!of)!Choosing(to(Participate!as!an!informal,!educational!resource!in!their!own!lives!and!classrooms,!particularly!as!it!relates!to!the!experience!of!teaching!democracy!and!citizenship.!Asking!and!exploring!questions!like!this!help!deepen!research!around!fundamental!pedagogical!questions!about!how!meaning!is!constructed,!the!intersections!between!informal!and!more!formalized!forms!of!pedagogy,!and!their!impacts!on!meaningful!teaching!and!learning!of!complex!concepts—in!this!case,!democracy!and!citizenship.!This!chapter!will!briefly!summarize!this!study’s!theoretical!framework,!methodology,!and!findings!in!order!to!inform!current!practices!of!both!classroom!educators!and!external!partners!working!with!similar!resources!or!conceptual!content,!and!suggest!directions!for!future!research!related!to!the!topics!and!issues!raised!in!this!study.! This!study!used!a!phenomenological!research!lens!within!a!case!study!format!in!order!to!focus!on!how!individuals,!specifically!teachers,!who!experienced!the!Choosing(to(
Participate(exhibit!worked!through!the!issues!and!questions!it!was!designed!to!raise,!and!how!that!experience!influenced!(and!failed!to!influence)!the!ways!in!which!they!made!sense!of!the!two!major!concepts!presented,!democracy!and!citizenship.!By!approaching!the!exhibit!and!teachers’!experience!of!it!as!a!discrete!phenomenon,!the!broader!context!of!the!exhibit’s!history,!evolution,!and!design!could!be!investigated!so!as!to!better!contextualize!teachers’!descriptions!of!visiting!it—this!was!achieved!through!interviews!with!Facing!History!staff!members,!which!revealed!both!internal!and!external!organizational!goals!for!the!exhibit!and!intentions!for!how!both!the!content!should!be!understood,!and!the!
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experience!of!visiting!should!feel!to!teachers,!students,!and!community!members!at!large.!Staff!members’!interviews!revealed!the!twinned!operational!and!empathic!modes!of!thought!and!action!in!which!the!exhibit!was!first!imagined!and!then!brought!into!existence,!indicating!Facing!History’s!attempt!to!create!a!resource!that!communicated!their!own!organizational!philosophy!but!was!also!deeply!attuned!to!teachers’!needs!and!expectations.!In!addition!to!interviewing!staff!members,!various!texts!created!by!Facing!History!and!Ourselves!were!also!analyzed!in!order!to!examine!the!evolution!of!the!organization’s!philosophy!and!conceptualization!of!democracy!and!citizenship,!as!well!as!the!ways!in!which!the!exhibit!was!described!and!marketed!to!potential!visitors,!specifically!teachers.!! After!establishing!the!context!of!teachers’!visit!to!the!exhibit!through!interviewing!staff!members!and!analyzing!textual!materials!created!by!the!organization,!it!was!possible!to!ask!specific!questions!to!dig!into!their!lived!experiences,!including:!how!did!they!make!sense!of!Choosing(to(Participate!in!thinking!about!their!classroom!practice?!How!did!teachers!experience!the!exhibit?(What!kinds!of!issues!arose!in!teachers’!reflections!on!the!exhibit!that!relate!to!their!teaching,!and!how!did!they!engage!with!these!issues?(How!did!teachers!work!through!their!own!conception!of!democracy!and!citizenship!after!viewing!
Choosing(to(Participate?!What!were!teachers’!own!personal!and!professional!conceptions!of!democracy!and!citizenship?!What!were!their!teaching!strategies!and!philosophies!as!relate!to!these!terms?!Did!teachers’!thinking!around!these!concepts!change!as!they!reflected!upon!the!exhibit?!The!findings!suggested!that!teachers!experienced!the!exhibit!as!a!support!to!their!existing!classroom!work,!constantly!evaluating!exhibit!content!in!order!to!best!adapt!it!to!their!curricular!needs,!and!assigning!value!to!the!parts!of!the!exhibit!and!field!trip!experience!that!best!aligned!with!their!goals!for!attending.!Issues!that!arose!for!teachers!
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within!the!exhibit!had!primarily!to!do!with!meeting!their!goals,!and!manifested!as!suggestions!for!ways!to!adapt!or!modify!the!exhibit!in!order!to!better!fit!their!needs.!! In!terms!of!questioning!how!teachers!worked!through!their!own!conceptions!of!democracy!and!citizenship!after!viewing!the!exhibit,!teachers’!comments!suggested!that!their!understanding!of!these!concepts!did!not!change—even!when!prompted!toward!reflection!in!focus!group!interviews,!teachers!were!more!likely!to!criticize!the!exhibit!for!not!matching!their!own!conceptions!of!democracy!and!citizenship,!rather!than!shift!their!understanding!of!these!terms.!While!Choosing(to(Participate!was!presented!as!an!exhibit!about!“what!it!means!to!be!a!citizen!in!a!democratic!society,”!and!teachers!found!multiple!sites!of!value!within!the!exhibit,!they!resisted!the!notion!that!it!was!meant!to!educate!visitors!about!democracy!or!citizenship.!Their!descriptions!revealed!several!essential!characteristics!of!processing!an!educational!exhibit,!namely!constant!evaluation!in!order!to!inform!adaptation!for!the!classroom;!as!well!as!key!obstacles!to!fostering!deep!engagement!with!democratic!citizenship!education!in!an!informal!space.!! This!study,!and!its!phenomenological!lens,!builds!upon!previous!research!on!Facing!History’s!classroom!practices!by!Fine!(1993),!where!proving!achievement!of!particular!pedagogical!goals!is!less!important!than!examining!the!pedagogical!processes!engendered!or!stimulated!by!an!educational!resource.!Beyond!examining!Facing!History,!this!study!seeks!to!fill!two!gaps!in!the!existing!literature,!namely!around!phenomenological!analysis!of!teachers’!use!of!field!trips!or!informal!learning!sites!to!inform!classroom!practice!or!support!traditional!curriculum;!and!examining!the!lived!experiences!of!individuals!using!an!educational!resource!against!the!context!of!its!creation!and!the!intended!goals!of!its!designers.!Phenomenology!is!a!strong!tool!for!digging!into!teachers’!lived!experiences,!
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which!makes!it!a!strong!tool!for!discovering!insights!that!can!inform!teacher!training,!professional!development!for!educators,!education!policy,!and!directions!for!educatorVsupport!partnerships,!as!with!providers!like!Facing!History!and!Ourselves.!With!the!growth!of!educationVsupport!partnerships!and!external!professional!development!or!resource!providers,!this!study!also!demonstrates!the!importance!of!clear!communication!and!strong!support!relationships!between!providers!and!individual!teachers.!However!explicit!the!intentions!and!orientation!of!an!educational!program!like!Choosing(to(Participate!may!be,!a!gulf!may!exist!between!what!is!intended!and!what!is!interpreted!to!be!meaningful;!what!is!sent!and!what!is!received.!Far!from!a!semiotic!discrepancy,!furthermore,!exploring!this!space!between!intention!and!reception!allows!us!to!explore!how!educational!providers!articulate!their!philosophical!orientation!in!a!landscape!of!complex!and!competing!meanings,!and!how!their!programming!and!resources!are!utilized.!!
IMPLICATIONS!FOR!RESEARCH!AND!PRACTICE!!! By!taking!a!case!study!approach,!the!research!presented!here!is!necessarily!limited!to!a!single!educational!resource,!offered!at!a!particular!time!and!place,!and!the!experiences!of!only!five!unique!individuals!engaging!with!that!resource.!However,!the!findings!from!this!case!study!suggest!a!number!of!fruitful!directions!for!future!research!related!to!issues!with!labels!and!language!in!educational!partner!or!support!relationships,!and!teachers’!experiences!with!field!trips!or!other!educational!resources;!and!raise!certain!implications!for!practitioners!working!to!create!educational!resources!and!materials!to!support!teachers’!classroom!work.!
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Struggling(with(Complexity(in(Language,(Labels(!! A!significant!question!surfaced!during!the!analysis!of!data!from!this!study!was:!how!is!very!complex!and!nuanced!information!(such!as!conceptualizations!of!democracy!and!citizenship!related!to!nonVteleological!participatory!practices)!best!communicated!effectively!and!consistently!through!multiple!levels!of!an!organization!and!to!diverse!audiences?!It!was!clear!that!Facing!History’s!version!of!democratic!citizenship!as!articulated!in!Choosing(to(Participate!did!not!match!teachers’!expectations!of!what!democratic!citizenship!was!or!should!look!like—but!at!several!removes!from!traditional!Facing!History!resources!(books,!papers,!activities,!etc.)!and!with!facilitation!from!volunteer!guides!rather!than!longtime!Facing!History!program!staff!members,!perhaps!this!sort!of!lapse!in!communication!is!to!some!degree!inevitable.!Even!within!the!organization,!staff!members!did!not!concisely!articulate!what!democratic!citizenship!looks!like,!as!with!Alice’s!thoughtful!but!lengthy!meditation!on!what!it!means!to!“choose!to!participate.”!Jane!also!agreed!that!Choosing(to(Participate(may!only!be!most!effective!in!reaching!its!goals!if!supplemented!by!more!formalized!resources!accessed!over!a!much!longer!term.!! Further!research!on!how!complex!content!is!shared!between!groups,!and!how!divergent!interpretations!of!shared!labels!is!recognized,!acknowledged,!and!addressed!may!have!significant!impacts!on!how!content!is!engaged!with!and!unpacked,!and!ultimately!how!stronger!touch!points!of!shared!meaning!might!emerge.!This!could!particularly!be!meaningful!for!educators!and!educational!support!partners!working!in!democracy!and!citizenship!education,!where!shared!conceptualizations!of!these!terms!have!the!potential!to!transform!citizens!and!societies.!
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! Furthermore,!the!design!of!this!thesis,!as!a!case!study!with!a!phenomenological!research!lens,!afforded!an!opportunity!to!look!“behind!the!curtain”!of!Choosing(to(
Participate,!so!to!speak,!analyzing!both!the!intentions!behind!the!creation!of!a!resource!and!the!experience!of!that!resource.!Studies!of!similar!design,!regardless!of!their!thematic!focus,!might!be!invaluable!to!organizations!seeking!a!nonVquantitative!analysis!of!how!their!programming!is!being!received,!and!whether!their!programs!are!effectively!meeting!their!stated!goals!(including!other!museum!exhibits,!educational!programs!in!community!or!arts!centers,!professional!development!inside!and!outside!of!schools,!etc.).!
Opportunities(Related(to(Field(Trips(!! Field!trips!temporarily!disrupt!the!power!structure!inside!classrooms—they!create!opportunities!for!democratization!of!classroom!experiences!and!critical!pedagogy,!but!tend!to!be!underVtheorized!in!this!capacity.!More!focused!exploration!of!field!trips!as!tools!for!democratic!education!and!critical!pedagogy!not!only!will!help!strengthen!understanding!of!field!trips’!place!in!the!curriculum,!but!also!may!provide!new!options!for!teachers!to!create!democratic!experiences!within!curricula!where!democracy!and!civic!development!are!often!not!priorities.!! While!the!teachers!interviewed!for!this!project!tended!to!selfVidentify!with!a!more!legalistic!conceptualization!of!democracy,!and!at!times!also!described!reasserting!control!of!a!more!traditional!classroom!dynamic!(as!with!Jeff!jumping!in!to!guide!students’!engagement!with!Give!Bigotry!No!Sanction);!they!also!consistently!described!feeling!impressed!by!their!students’!ability!to!take!control!of!the!conversation!and!their!own!learning!in!the!field!trip!setting.!Beyond!just!providing!opportunities!for!more!democratic!experiences!to!students,!field!trips!are!perhaps!also!a!tool!for!easing!teachers!out!of!a!more!
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constrained!conceptualization!of!what!democracy!is!and!means.!Future!research!on!field!trips!as!a!possible!transitional!space!in!professional!education!about!democratic!schooling!might!be!fruitful!in!identifying!how!particular!conceptions!of!democracy!both!are!learned!and!can!be!disrupted.!While!Choosing(to(Participate!did!not!succeed!in!challenging!the!teachers’!interviewed!for!this!study!in!this!way,!more!focused!research!in!this!area!could!yield!fascinating!results.!
Implications(for(Educator(Support(Partnerships(!! The!focus!group!interviews!for!this!study!were!not!intended!to!shift!teachers’!understanding!of!their!own!and!alternate!conceptualizations!of!democracy!and!citizenship,!but!the!guided!conversation!about!those!concepts!clearly!did!provoke!reflection!and!reactions!from!teachers!on!these!points!in!ways!that!the!exhibit!alone!did!not.!This!indicates!the!importance!of!creating!opportunities!for!structured!teacher!reflection!to!complement!informal!learning!experiences,!similar!to!the!exhibit!debriefs!led!by!Facing!History!staff!within!the!Choosing(to(Participate!exhibit!for!students,!but!designed!for!professional!adults.!Teachers!were!openly!reflective!in!our!conversations!and!the!focus!groups!seemed!to!stimulate!largely!positive!engagement!with!their!experiences—but!this!was!only!a!group!of!five!individuals;!it!is!impossible!to!know,!from!this!study!alone,!whether!other!teachers!who!had!visited!the!exhibit!had!similar!reflective!experiences!without!a!guided!conversation.!! Resources!like!Choosing(to(Participate!are!valuable!because!they!allow!for!engagement!with!complex!concepts!at!a!level!that!might!otherwise!not!find!space!and!time!within!traditional!curricula,!and!organizations!like!Facing!History!and!Ourselves!are!valuable!in!their!ability!to!focus!on!these!very!concepts!as!part!of!their!larger!philosophy!
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and!mission.!But!as!Jane!indicated,!Choosing(to(Participate!is!just!“one!very!powerful,!wonderful!thing!we!have!in!our!repertoire”—in!order!for!the!work!of!this!organization!(and!others)!to!deeply,!truly!click!for!educators,!opportunities!must!be!found!for!continuing,!deepening,!and!struggling!with!the!conversation!started!by!a!single!resource;!as!in!the!democratic!project!more!broadly,!it!is!perhaps!the!process!and!not!the!end!product!that!will!be!most!significant!for!forging!change.!
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APPENDIX'A:'IRB'APPROVAL'FORM'
 
'
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APPENDIX'B:'INTERVIEW'GUIDES'!!
Facing'History'Staff'Member'Interview'Guide'!
• What!is!your!role!within!Facing!History!and!Ourselves?!
• What!has!your!involvement!been!with!the!Choosing(to(Participate!initiative?!
• What!is!the!history!of!the!exhibit?!
• How!would!you!describe!the!goals!of!Choosing(to(Participate?!
• Why!do!you!think!an!exhibit!was!chosen!as!a!way!to!pursue!these!goals?!
• Were!changes!made!to!the!exhibit!over!time!to!respond!to!teachers’!feedback!and!experiences?!If!so,!what!were!they?!(If!not,!are!there!changes!you!would!have!like!to!have!seen?)!
• What!are!some!of!the!challenges!of!the!exhibit?!How!have!they!been!addressed?!
• How!do!you!think!Choosing(to(Participate(supports!teaching!about!democracy!and!citizenship?!
• Are!there!any!divergent!perspectives!about!what!the!exhibit!should!be!doing?!Can!you!enlighten!me!about!them?!
• What!do!you!think!the!exhibit’s!strengths!or!successes!have!been?!Why?!!!!
Teacher'Focus'Group'Interview'Guide'!
• Tell!me!about!your!experience!visiting!Choosing(to(Participate.!
• What!do!you!think!the!exhibit’s!priorities!are?!
• What!did!you!do!in!your!classroom!after!your!visit!to!connect!the!exhibit!to!your!curriculum?!
• What!kinds!of!issues!arose!for!you!as!a!teacher!as!you!reflected!on!the!exhibit?!
• You!may!have!noticed!that!in!materials!about!the!exhibit,!it!is!referred!to!as!an!exploration!of!what!is!means!to!be!a!citizen!in!a!democratic!society.!What!do!you!think!about!this?!
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APPENDIX'C:'RECRUITMENT'FORM'FOR'TEACHERS'VISITING'EXHIBIT'!!
YOUR'VOICE'MATTERS!'!Would!you!be!interested!in!participating!in!research!being!conducted!for!a!master’s!thesis!at!DePaul!University?!Please!check!one:!!! !!!!Yes! !!!!No!!This!study!is!an!exploration!of!teachers’!experiences!visiting!and!teaching!content!related!to!Facing!History’s!educational!exhibit!Choosing(to(Participate.!Teachers’!experiences!and!impressions!related!to!the!exhibit!will!be!explored!in!a!focus!group!setting.!!To!determine!which!focus!group!you!may!best!fit,!please!provide!the!following!information:!!1.!How!long!have!you!been!teaching?!!2.!What!kind!of!school!do!you!currently!teach!in?!
!!!!Public!
!!!!Private/Independent!
!!!!Parochial!
!!!!Charter!!3.!Please!describe!your!knowledge!of!or!experience!with!Facing!History.!Check!all!that!apply:!
!!!!I’ve!attended!a!qualifying!workshop!(such!as!“Holocaust!and!Human!Behavior”).!
!!!!I’ve!used!Facing!History!curriculum!(such!as!“Choices!in!Little!Rock”)!in!my!teaching.!
!!!I’ve!seen!Choosing(to(Participate!before.!
!!!I’ve!attended!a!Facing!History!educator!workshop.!
!!!I!had!never!heard!of!Facing!History!before!learning!about!Choosing(to(Participate.(!Name!__________________________________________________!!Phone!__________________________________________________!!Email!__________________________________________________!!Best!way/time!to!reach!you:!!!It!would!be!worthwhile!to!have!some!sense!of!participants’!demographic!characteristics,!though!the!following!answers!are!not!required!for!participation.!!Please!describe!your!gender:!!
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Please!describe!your!race!or!ethnicity:!!!All!interview!data!will!be!kept!confidential.!Involvement!in!this!study!is!completely!voluntary,!and!can!be!stopped!at!any!time!if!needed,!with!no!penalty.!Participants’!confidentiality!will!be!protected!through!the!use!of!pseudonyms.!!!If!you’re!interested!in!being!part!of!a!focus!group,!you!can!
• give!me!your!completed!form!today!
• use!the!provided!selfVaddressed!envelope!to!return!it!to!me!by!mail![address!removed]!or!contact!me!directly!at![email!address!removed]!or![phone!number!removed].!!Thank!you!for!your!interest!!!
'
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